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INTRODUCTION

This roundtable will cover a wide range of safe work practices designed to better safeguard workers
in a variety of job conditions. Discussion groups will revisit standard Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) guidelines and offer ideas on increasing the effectiveness of PPE. Also, groups
will discuss what type of engineering controls can be implemented to mitigate silica exposure.
Finally, participants will discuss fatalities arising from accidents such as falls and shocks. They
will share incidences of these types of accidents and discuss the job modification practices
enacted to prevent accidents.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION TOPICS

1. What safe work practices are most effective for better safeguarding workers? In which
job conditions are these practices most important? 

Throughout the discussion, four elements were stressed in relation to safeguarding workers:
education, documentation, enforcement and a culture of safety. Even if you provide the proper
safety equipment (PPE, hard hats, blade guards, etc.), if your workers don’t have the proper
training and education, if rules are not enforced, and if there is not a culture at your workplace
where safety is first, a lot of those protective devices won’t be effective. Be committed to a
change in culture. Put safety first. Document all safety meetings and education. Follow through
with enforcement of all these things you’ve discussed with regard to safety.



Many said that the culture of your organization probably has more to do with your safety
performance and the safety of your people than all the PPE, hardware and everything else you
put into place, combined. If workers do not comply with rules or do not use the protective
equipment in the right way, no one is going to benefit from it. 

One technique for changing the company’s safety culture is having an orientation for new
employees. It is not so much training as it is making the employees aware of the hazards of the
cutting industry. Many companies hire people from inside the industry who have 4 to 5 years of
experience, and they sometimes bring along all their bad habits. It is also common to hire
someone who has never worked in the industry and doesn’t understand the risk of scaffolding,
scissor lifts, boom lifts, confined spaces, trenches, excavations, etc. So an orientation gives the
employee an overview and an awareness of the risks before they go into the field. You can give
them more specific training later on, but don’t let them out in the field at all without orientation.
As an example, one company gives a 4-hour orientation on several topics including confined
spaces. They explain to employees what a confined space is and then instruct employees not to
enter a confined space under any circumstance until they are trained on confined spaces. The
local manager and superintendents back up management on that issue.

Several participants said they have been encouraging their employees to take a good look at the
job before it started to see what’s going on around it and to evaluate the risks. Some are doing
more formal job site documentation with a pre-task plan or JSA (Job Safety Analysis). In some
companies, the employee is required before each job to fill out a pre-task plan to identify what
the hazards are on the job and how they’re going to mitigate those hazards and plan for them. 

Communication between employees and management was discussed as a method for changing a
company’s safety culture. Communication can be improved by involving employees in the safety
process such as serving on safety committees or participating in near-miss accident reviews.
When a company has an accident, an investigation is done, but the damage has already been
done and you’ve already incurred the cost and/or the injury. When an operator has a near-miss
— when that core bit falls off the wall and lands 6 inches from the operator — that’s a near-miss,
and something can be learned from that without having to suffer the cost or an injury. Employers
need to get operators to start talking about why that core bit came off the wall and why that stand
came off the wall. That way, you’re proactively pursuing safety and changing a routine incident
into a practice that will eliminate an accident in the future.

Other ideas for safe work practices included keeping work areas neat and clean, such as keeping
cords and tools out of the way, to avoid trip hazards. It is also important for operators to have a
constant awareness of their surroundings on every job. Employers need to stress using common
sense and good judgment. Operators should always be thinking about what they are doing when
they are working. Employers should also provide all appropriate safety precautions, equipment
and PPE to employees, including the proper training and use of all that equipment and PPE.
Many participants favored regular use of remote controlled equipment to keep operators away
from the saw while in operation. The method of crushing was preferred to jackhammering. Other
general safety ideas included having monthly and weekly safety meetings and pre-job toolbox
meetings so employees are always keeping safety on their minds. Many said they conduct hazard



assessments prior to each job. Employee screening was also suggested so employers could
examine a prospective hire’s driving records, criminal background history and physical fitness.

Another major component of safe work practices was employee knowledge, including proper
PPE training and equipment training, either by video or manufacturer training. Participants
agreed that it is important to get as much knowledge as possible to the employees before they hit
the job site.

In turn, management has a duty to monitor and enforce safety rules and safety issues. Penalties
for the violation of safety rules include docking money from bonuses or sending employees
home for the day. At one company, violators lose one holiday out of six holidays a year for each
infraction. Some companies mentioned that management also keeps track of hours worked to
avoid accidents from operators who may be fatigued and become more prone to making
mistakes.

Every job has its hazards. Participants agreed that safe work practices are important on every
job. They give special attention to jobs where multiple trades are working together, creating an
environment where there’s a lot of activity going on at one time. Special attention is also paid to
fast-track type jobs.

2. What standard PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) do you use? Do you use additional
measures to increase their effectiveness? 

Standard PPE included hard hats, safety glasses, hearing protection and steel-toed boots. Some
companies purchase these for employees, some do not. Dust masks and first aid kits for the
trucks were standard at some companies. Many felt issuing a safety kit, and making sure it’s
complete and thorough, is very important initially. Also, many thought doing regular inventory
on employee safety kits and the protective equipment was a good idea. Some companies check
trucks to make sure the proper PPE is available to operators at all times so that they can’t use the
excuse that they didn’t have any. Replacing worn equipment was also seen as very important.
Participants also talked about giving operators a personal choice to select different types of PPE,
such as safety goggles, to find the most comfortable style for them so that they’ll use it. 

Participants agreed that the attitude toward safety has to be carried out by management. We need
to promote it and lead by example. When the salesmen go out on the job, they have to be
wearing all appropriate gear. The dispatcher cannot walk in the shop without his steel-toed boots
on. It all has to start at the top and work its way down. If we don’t care, then they’re not going to
care. Safety committee meetings and toolbox meetings reinforce the safety message.

Having a designated safety coordinator within your organization is very important. Having a full
time position for this is difficult for most, but it’s important to have someone who’s responsible
for the meetings, the documentation and the follow-up. 

Enforcement is necessary to ensure proper PPE use. For some, enforcement is much easier on a
big site because everyone else is wearing PPE. It was hardest to enforce on jobs such as
residential jobs, where the operator is required to wear a hard hat while flat sawing but there’s



nothing overhead. Some ideas for countering this include explaining to the operators that
visibility and professionalism are important, that they should always wear a hard hat and that it
should not have decals all over it. It should be a sign of professionalism. Also, make firm rules
and don’t allow judgement calls. If operators are allowed to decide they can wear a hard hat in
one case and not another, the lines become blurry and it all begins to fall apart. 

One group agreed that education and coaching were more effective than simply disciplining a
worker. One company involved their workers’ families by hosting a barbecue with a circus and
inviting all the families. This helped remind workers of their kids, and why they should strive to
work safe — so they can come home to their families. Safety incentive programs are also a
positive way to encourage proper PPE use. One company awards safety equipment personalized
with the company logo to safety-conscious workers. This company also provides safety equipment
that workers can get with the points they earn for hours worked accident-free.

3. What types of engineering controls can be implemented to mitigate silica exposure? 

Participants agreed that silica exposure is a tough issue with no set answer, and that education is
the way they are going to mitigate it. The first step is to educate both employees and customers
on silica awareness and training. Water protection right now is a major focus. Several companies
are now using respirators and have developed a full respiratory program. One company
downloaded a pulmonary function test from OSHA and took it to their local physician to have
him sign off on it. The problem is, just like anything else, the enforcement of it. For example, a
lot of guys grow facial hair after the fit test has been completed, and so that changes everything.

One group had mixed opinions about training operators. There is an element of fear in educating
your operators because it does have to be done a certain way. Training included vacuuming the
dust from clothing, keeping the equipment clean, making sure to use water (no dry cutting) and
using proper respiratory PPE that is job specific to make sure the operators are safe. Doing more
exposure level testing was encouraged.

One company runs a second operator just for slurry and dust. The customer really likes that extra
helper, for the cleanliness of the job if nothing else. One of the biggest issues is getting your
customer to support your efforts. Everybody in the construction industry is going to have to pull
together to just try to stay on top of this issue. Another company is going to add misters to all
their breakers to keep everything as wet as possible. Employers will have to battle the dust as
best we can, but it seems that OSHA is not going to give them much room to play with. It is
more important than ever to educate operators on the respirators. Other methods like laying
plastic over an area before you break it (the “slice-and-dice” method) may become more
common. The industry is going to have to create more cutting methods that don’t produce dust.
And operators will have to be as educated on this topic as possible.

Some companies now require respirators on all inside work. They often have fans to try to keep
the dust away. The fans are used even during wet sawing to keep the mist away from the
operator. A main control is increased ventilation. Also, distance from the work is important — it
will be more common to require the water control operator or vacuum operator to stay farther
away from the saw as it’s cutting. Remote-operated equipment will become more commonplace.



Disposable coveralls are ideal for keeping dust off the operators’ clothes. One participant said
his company is going to install a shower in his shop so operators don’t take the dust home with
them. Another contractor said his company is using vacuums that will not actually blow the dust
into the air but will capture the dust with filters on it. To reduce the operator’s contact with dust,
one company has switched to box trucks where the equipment is contained in the back. The
company owner is a former operator who recalls driving around in vans and having a lot of dust
in the front of the vehicle from the equipment. He said keeping the equipment clean is important,
but if you can also separate yourself from that dust in a box-type setting that’s an additional
control.

4. What are the most commonly overlooked dangers in job conditions that appear to be
safe? How do you maximize safety in these conditions? 

If you assume that the job site is safe, then you’ve already overlooked the biggest pitfall of all.
Assume that every job site is unsafe. Watch for all the pitfalls. 

One group named their top three overlooked dangers: heights, trenching and hidden electrical.
Looking at each of these areas, they analyzed how to improve or maximize safety within each
situation. For heights, possible solutions were to install the proper protection around those
heights or have operators wear the necessary fall protective gear. They found the trenching issue
hard to enforce. The group found that many general contractors and owners often want operators
to work in unsafe trenching conditions. In this case, contractors might want to go with a 4-foot
depth vs. 5-feet. For hidden electrical, the group briefly discussed using more composite tools
like those with non-conductive handles.

Another potentially dangerous situation is slab sawing where you have slab on grade and then a
suspended slab and then perhaps even a return to slab on grade. Make sure the operator verifies
that the floor is slab on grade throughout the entire job.

Other dangers were problems that are not visible, such as a lack of oxygen or too much carbon
dioxide. For example, an operator may go into a room and plan to use propane based on the size,
but then not factor in the lack of ventilation. Training is helpful in cases like these because it
helps operators recognize hazards and determine when it is safer to use electric saws. Other
invisible dangers are buried electrical lines and gas lines or hidden live conduits in slabs or
walls. Using X-ray or use Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) scanning will hopefully reveal those
things. However, it may not be possible to do this in all cases, such as if there is a tight spot, etc.

One company had an incident where they were coring a 2-inch-diameter hole right next to the
ceiling, and the operators cored into a 480-V conduit with 100-amp breaker. The breaker never
blew. The operator, who was on the second rung of a ladder, got a jolt and had enough sense to
throw himself away from it to avoid being electrocuted. Core drilling is one of those operations
that is hard to isolate. This issue was also brought up at the Safety Committee Meeting and the
Standards & Specifications Committee Meeting. There’s a call to the manufacturers to see if
there’s such a thing as isolating the motor from the carriage or having some sort of isolator between
the bit and the motor so that these kinds of situations can’t happen. For flat sawing, dielectric
boots and gloves could be used, but the operator is generally leaning with his hip against the



handles and his hands on the console, so the whole thing would have to be fiberglass. I’m not sure
if the manufacturers would be receptive to that. It’s a question for the manufacturers to think
about. 

5. Share an example of an accident and discuss the job modification practices enacted to    
    prevent future accidents. Have you ever dealt with an employee fatality arising from   
    accidents such as falls or shocks? What measures were implemented to prevent them? 

Several accidents were discussed. One example given was about an operator who was climbing a
set of scaffold-type stairs with landings that went up to the center of the scaffold. He got to the
top and then fell down like a pinball. He fell into some water and was wearing a life jacket,
which saved him from drowning. After that incident, every time operators worked on scaffolding
the company used full body harnesses with 100% hook-up and rope grabs all the way up and
down.  

In another example, the most senior guy on one company’s staff was disabled for life. He was an
operator who never got into the safety culture and acted almost invincible. He didn’t like all the
protective gear and would normally rush up the scaffold carrying many things with him. In this
case, he was up 64 feet and inside of a cofferdam, and carrying tools with him, when he lost his
grip and fell all the way to the bottom of the cofferdam. He is now disabled for life with quite a
few problems, and it goes without saying, no longer able to contribute to the business of that
firm. 

One company gave the example of their competitor in nearby city that was doing a large wall
saw opening and didn’t strap it or secure the opening. The helper went to put some tools away,
came back and thought “why did he remove this without me?” Very quickly after that he realized
the cut piece had fallen on the operator. The company giving this example stressed that they are
always very careful to strap and secure all their openings before they ever move them.

In another example with an unsupported slab, an operator was sawing on a street where there had
been a water main break. The street had become undermined. Operators were aware of that and
were picking pieces as they went along. But they got to the last part of the opening and parts of
the slab fell in, and then the operator fell in and the saw followed him. His injuries included a
deep 12-inch cut on his back from the blade where the saw fell on him. And his calf muscles and
his legs were also cut. The participant estimated that the operator was out of work for 6 months.

In January 2005 near Rockford, Illinois, the local newspaper published a story about an incident
where two operators were using a ring saw to cut an 8-inch-thick wall on a house and the wall
fell on top of them. One was killed from crushing chest injuries and the other one was airlifted
out and is doing well. OSHA is still investigating, but we do know the walls were not pinned. 

Several years back, in the 70s or 80s, a CSDA member had an operator who died on a job. He
was working off a ladder core drilling and had a heart attack. The man was severely obese, a
contributing factor to his heart attack. One thing this company does every year is send all
operators in for physical exams. These exams evaluate overall fitness and include hearing testing
and respiratory testing to make sure the operator is okay to breathe using respirators that have



cartridges. This testing has revealed that several employees are not allowed to wear cartridge
respirators because they don’t have adequate lung capacity.

UPDATE ON PROPOSED NEW SILICA STANDARD 

[Moderator Susan Hollingsworth]

Many of you know that OSHA has proposed a new silica standard for construction. OSHA is
reviewing their hazard and cost analysis now, but I don’t think this standard will move forward
until a new director for OSHA is appointed. 

Today, contractors are being cited and fined for willful violations for failure to train workers on
silica hazards, even when the exposure is less than the PEL (Permissible Exposure Limit). We
need to educate our workers about the health effects of silica and how to use engineering
controls and work practices to reduce dust. For example, we need to train workers to periodically
vacuum the dust from their clothing, or at the very least, to do it at the end of the day. We need
to instruct workers to keep their equipment and vehicles as free from dust as possible, and train
them to wash their face and hands before eating, drinking or using tobacco. They need to use
water as a dust suppressant. Even positioning themselves upwind can mitigate exposure in some
instances. Other engineering controls include using remotes. If the PEL is lowered, we might be
using remotes much more frequently.

OSHA and NIOSH recommend that exposure monitoring be done to support training on silica
hazards and to support decisions made on respirator selection. We need a lot more data. Consider
having exposure testing done. I have a protocol that NIOSH issues on the information they want
and if you’re going to do it, please get in touch with me. I’ll be happy to send the protocol to
you. 

For the most part, NIOSH wants testing to be done over an 8-hour period so you will have
baseline information to support silica training and your respiratory program. At the very least, if
you’re not going to do that, review the data that OSHA and NIOSH have given us. If you use this
approach, you need to look at the data and make sure that the work categories, work methods and
control factors are the same so you can make justifiable decisions. To date, that data suggests
that concrete sawing and drilling outside and using water for dust suppression falls under the
current PEL. However, tests of inside wall sawing, slab sawing and hand sawing, especially with
multiple cutting operations inside, have shown that these operations can produce levels over the
current PEL. Even working outside, if you have someone working next to you blowing out joints
with compressed air, you’re likely going to exceed the PEL. These are the types of operations we
need to focus on for silica awareness training for our operators. We need to be able to review the
data and decide whether additional engineering controls and/or respiratory protection are needed.

What does the data from OSHA tell us? We have 137 silica exposure tests covering concrete
cutting and some specialized demolition. 82 tests were under the PEL, 48 tests of dry work were
over the PEL, 3 indoor wall saw tests were over the PEL, 2 indoor slab saw tests were over the
PEL and 2 indoor hand saw tests were over the PEL. All the wet cutting tests that were over the



PEL indoors included multiple operations and/or demolition going on nearby and/or cleanup
going on at the same time. So those are the kind of jobs that we need to really seriously look at
for additional engineering controls or respiratory protection. 

We need a lot more testing. Testing a wall saw inside using a remote may mitigate silica
exposure below the PEL, but we don’t have any data. NIOSH is a great source for information.
The NIOSH website at www.niosh.com.my/ gives detailed information on how to select
respiratory protection. Now, NIOSH does recommend half-face cartridge respirators for work
involving multiple operations, especially for us inside. PPE suppliers are also a source of
information. The comprehensive CSDA Safety Manual can also be used for developing a written
silica and respiratory program. These are things all of us need to start looking at.

[Moderator Pat Stepanski]

As we know, the construction industry has historically been one of the most demanding and
dangerous industries in the U.S. Although the industry has taken major steps in identifying and
eliminating the causes of accidents on construction sites, the OSHA “Top Ten” list for 2004
illustrates that there is still much to be done. The Top Ten safety issues are:

1. Scaffolding
2. Hazard communication
3. Fall protection
4. Lock-out & tag-out
5. Respiratory protection
6. Electrical wiring methods, components and equipment for general use
7. Machine guarding (and all of us who have slab sawers working without a left arbor guard    

      fall under this category)
8. Power industrial trucks
9. Mechanical power transmissions
10. Electrical – general requirements

Although silica is a very important issue for all of us, we can’t forget all the daily hazards our
employees face. Generally, these top 10 issues affect our employees in the prime of their life,
whereas with silica it generally affects them as they grow older into their 70s and 80s. 

[Moderator Jim McGrady, chairman of the CSDA Manufacturers Committee]

We are looking for CSDA members to give us, as manufacturers, some ideas over the next five
years regarding what to work on to make the workplace safer and less demanding. We need
some ideas so we can start working on research and development. Please contact me with any
ideas or suggestions.
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